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T[rning a f[e]v Leaf

The story of Adda leaf-based livelihood enhancement programme

A collaborative initiative of NGOs,
Andhra Pradesh Forest Department and Girijan Cooperative Corporation
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The intervention on Adda leaf is novel and unique in that it has addressed

all the critical issues of the trade, more particularly its relevance to the

livelihoods of poor Tribals. lt is a testimony of how simple interventions and

appropriate technology can make a difference. While there are a number

of examples of successful interventions by NGOs in rural development,

there are very few instances of collaborative work by Government and Non

Government Organizations like the present one. The work of the Centre for

People's Forestry stands out in this regard. This documentation travels along

the history of this intervention and traces all that went through in terms of
policy intervention, institutional development and finding adequate markets.

I congratulate those who have contributed to this process and sincerely hope

that the issues that have been raised in the course of treading this hitherto

untraversed path will lead to new learning and new ventures.

R. G. Kalaghatgi

Addl. Prl. Chief Conservator of Forests

Hyderabad

26th July 2008

Forest Department

Government of Andhra Pradesh
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Shankulamma, a 3O year old tribal woman
from Vantlamaamidi village, a small tribal
hamlet in the hilly regions of Paderu,

Visakhapatnam division is a proud woman
today. Totally dependent on the forests for
her livelihood, she has been collecting minor
forest products such as amla, tamarind and

adda leaves since she was a young girl.

However, after taking part in the adda leaf

based livelihood-enhancement programme

and being trained in adda leaf plate-making,
her economic status has improved. Now, she
has become a resource person and imparts
training to womenfolk from her community.

"Forests are our only source of livelihood,"
says Shankulamma, " and due to the
seasonality of agriculture, we have to look

for other sources of income. During March-
July, the lean agricultural months, the tribal
households in our village depend almost
entirely on forest produce for their livelihood.
Early morning, before dawn, groups of
women set out towards the forest. Once we
reach, we go our separate ways in search
of adda leaves walking between eight to
1O kilometres a day. We spend one day in
collection and the next in sorting and drying
the leaves before stacking them in bundles.
The third day is spent in going to the market.
Sometimes we spend the remainder of the
day just waiting for a buyer. After a week's
labour, I manage to sell two big bundles
(dindu) of leaves for just hundred rupees."

After the initiation of the adda leaf based
livelihood-enhancement programme,

Shankulamma has been able to enhance her

household income by a few hundreds, Proudly

displaying the leaf plates stitched by her, she

adds "the adda leaf livelihood-enhancement
programme has changed our lives. When

the Forest Department officials and Centre

for People's Forestry (CPF) spoke to us

about making leaf plates, there was a lot of
resistance. Traditionally being leaf collectors,
we were sceptical about making plates out
of them.

"After a lot of convincing. 1 8 women agreed

to undergo the training on leaf plate making.
A ten-day training programme was provided

to us at the village itself . Two resource
persons came to the village and stayed with
us. lt took me some time to learn the
art of stitching.

"Having learnt this skill there is no turning
back. Not only have we added value to our
produce but it has helped us to earn an

income in the range of Rs. 800-1,000 per

month. Learning this new skill has given us

much more than what we were earning just
by selling adda leaves."

This is the story of change, a story of how
simple steps have galvanized the tribal
community, especially its women, to acquire

new skills to add value to a traditional product

and thereby earn a better income.

Builtling Skills Enhancing Livelihood
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NTFP products

play an important

role in the tribal

economy

Forests: The Essence of

Tribal Life

The vast forest land and hilly regions

of Andhra Pradesh are home to four

million tribal people. These forest

dwellers have inhabited the dense

forest region for generations and are

totally dependent on it. They obtain

their livelihood either by cultivating

forest land or bY collecting and

selling forest Produce'

They are almost inseParable from

the forests and have a deeP-rooted

emotional attachment to the forest

land. Not iust their economic

system, but their social relations,

culture, tradition, religion, rituals, as

well as their relationship with the

outside world is based uPon their

relationship with the forests' Their

rituals as well as festivals revolve

around worshiPPing the forests.

Livelihood Pattern of

Forest Dwellers

Tribals in the agencY areas of

Visakhapatnam, as in anY other

region in lndia, obtain their livelihood

from agriculture and/ or by collecting

and selling forest Produce- Tlq
practice either settled or shiftiq
cultivation, also known as Podl
cultivation where theY move ftutr
one cultivable land to anotf!€r-

Tribals engaged in Podu cutthrilb
tend the land for three consecrftnr
years, leave it for regeneration"

move on to another land and cum
back to the earlier Plot saY after fr
years. Thus, theY are not attached

permanentlY to any Piece of lard r

are nomads within the forest itsdi
Agricultural activity by itself does

not sustain their lives. Therefore

they also collect forest produce th

has economic value and can be sc

in the local markets.

Non-Timber Forest

Produets - o'safety Nets"

Collecting and selling Non-Timber

Forest Produce (NTFP) is an

important economic activity for l-
forest dwellers. Besides its econ:-- -

value, NTFP is equally signif icant '--
the sustenance of tribal life, since

good number of tribals silrvive onl

through the consumPtion of NTFP

Dependence on NTFP increases

during the non-agricultural season or

during bad yields. Thus NTFP serves

as an imPortant source of food

security, during seasonal shortages

as well as suPPlements income and

serves other needs.

Turning a New Leaf



Relating their dependence on NTFP, Sekha Gangamma

a 60 year old women fromVantlamamidi village says:

"We mainly collect adda leaves and tamarind from the

forest. Prior to the formation of Vana Samrakshana

Samithis (VSS), neither the Forest Department nor

the Government understood the importance of forest

produce in our lives. We were considered encroachers

and collecting and selling forest products was an illegal

activity. The Government has gradually realized the

signiflcance of forests produce as the main source of

our livelihood as well as our role in the conservation and

preservation of forests. NoW our local panchayats have

been given the right of ou,nership of forest produce."

Several studies have been

conducted to understand the tribal's
relationships with NTFP and their
role in the tribal economy. These

studies conducted by cPF in 20031

concluded that NTFP contributes
between 1O to 60 per cent of tribal
income and that while it is not the
.main driver of income, it does play

an important supplementary role,
CPF also conducted a study in 2OO3

to understand the dependence of
forest dwellers on forest produce. lt
was observed that dependence on

forests for NTFP is highest in the
coastal regions of Visakhapatnam.

Adda Leaf: An Important

Source of Tribal Livelihood

Adda leaf or Bauhinia Vahliiis an

important forest produce found in
abundance in the coastal regions

Collecting and selling adda leaf

is a highly labour-intensive non-

remunerative activity.

The income from adda-leaf collection

does not make up for the amount of

labour that goes into the collection of

the Ieaves.

of Andhra Pradesh, particularly
in Visakhapatnam region. Tribals
living in the agency area of
Visakhapatnam engage in the
collection and sale of adda leaves

during the non-agricultural season.
The peak season when the tribals
go in search of adda leaves is

May to July. Adda leaves are also
found during the winters, i.e.,
between November-January. Leaves

collected during the peak season

are of good quality and preferred by
local traders. Collecting adda leaves
is a highly labour-intensive activity.
Depending on the season and
proximity to the forest tribals have

to walk or travel anywhere in the
range of 10-30 km. a day in search

of adda leaves.

The total quantity of adda leaf
produced in the forests of Andhra
Pradesh is roughly estimated at
13,000 tons per year. The tribal
communities collect adda leaf and

sell it at local shandies to Girijan

Cooperative Corporation (GCC) or
local traders. The GCC has a state
monopoly to purchase adda leaves.

However, due to the declining trend
in GCC's procurement, other traders
have entered this market. ffi

lStudy on VSS sustainability and the role of GCC (NTFP marketing) in connection with CFM in Andhra
Pradesh, CPF, June 2003, ISBN: 978-81-905419-0-9, 2003.

Bnilding Skills Enhancing Livelihood



Relating their dependence on NTFP, Sekha Gangamma

a 60 year old women fromVantlamamidi village says:

"We mainly collect adda leaves and tamarind from the
forest. Prior to the formation of Vana Samrakshana

Samithis (VSS), neither the Forest Department nor
the Government understood the importance of forest

produce in our lives. We were considered encroachers

and collecting and selling forest products was an illegal

activity. The Government has gradually realized the

significance of forests produce as the main source of
our livelihood as well as our role in the conservation and

preservation of forests. NoW our local panchayats have

been given the right of or,rmership of forest produce."

Several studies have been

conducted to understand the tribal's
relationships with NTFP aqd their
role in the tribal economy. These
studies conducted by CPF in 20031
concluded that NTFP contributes
between 10 to 6O per cent of trlbal
income and that while it is not the
main driver of income, it does play
an important supplementary role.
CPF also conducted a study in 2003
to understand the dependence of
forest dwellers on forest produce. lt
was observed that dependence on
forests for NTFP is highest in the
coastal regions of Visakhapatnam.

Adda Leaf: An Important
Source of Tribal Livelihood

Adda leaf or Bauhinia Vahliiis an
important forest produce found in
abundance in the coastal regions

Collecting and selling adda leaf
is a highly labour-inrensive non-

remunerative activity.

The income from adda-leaf collection

does not make up for the amount of
Iabour that goes into the collection of
the leaves.

of Andhra Pradesh, particularly
in Visakhapatnam region. Tribals
living in the agency area of
Visakhapatnam engage in the
collection and sale of adda leaves
during the non-agricultural season.
The peak season when the tribals
go in search of adda leaves is

May to July. Adda leaves are also
found during the winters, i.e.,
between November-January. Leaves
collected during the peak season
are of good quality and preferred by
local traders. Collecting adda leaves
is a highly labour-intensive activity.
Depending on the season and
proximity to the forest tribals have
to walk or travel anywhere in the
range of 1O-30 km. a day in search
of adda leaves.

The total quantity of adda leaf
produced in the forests of Andhra
Pradesh is roughly estimated at
13,000 tons per year. The tribal
communities collect adda leaf and
sell it at local shandies to Girijan
Cooperative Corporation (GCC) or
local traders. The GCC has a state
monopoly to purchase adda leaves.
However, due to the declining trend
in GCC's procurement, other traders
have entered this market.

lStudy on VSS sustainability and the role of GCC (NTFP marketing) in connection with CFM in Andhra
Pradesh, CPF, June 2003, ISBN: 978-81-905419-O-9, 2003.
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Day 1-3

Going to the forest for collection

Day6-7

Selling in ShandY or other Centres

the adda leaf collectors hirrE'
ventured into leaf-Plate rna(n
which remains the core occ-lE

of non-tribal commur :

the f oothills/Plains of :- : '. -

Leaf-Plate Makers

Making leaf plates is a malor

household enterPrise for thousrs
of women belonging to the PoqE"
sections of BC and OC comrnrrte
The women, either individuallY or

as members of self-helP groups

(SHGs), procure the leaves requiec

for the whole Year from the locd

markets during the Peak seas -

plates are either hand- or n'a:-
stitched and sold to local ho:: .
marriages, or to temPles.

"Making leaf plates out of adda lea-'..

is our family occupation. We don'r ir--
adda leaves near our forest. \\re b:-'

enough leaves for a week from Kont:*
market which is 30 km. from our vil1age.

My daughter and I stitch the Plates

at home. I make plates as a full-time

activity, while my husband goes to work

for a dailywage. My daughter and I stitch

nearly eight bundles a daY."

- D eui, N allagonda uillnge'
N ar s ip atnarn tiiu i s i o rt.

Day4-5

Drlnng

Both men and women in Paderu,

Narsipatnam, VisakhaPatnam,

Srikakulam and Vizianagram divisions

are engaged in adda-leaf collection'

Collecting adda leaves comprises a

week's cycle. The first few daYs go

in collecting leaves from the forest,

the next two into preliminary sorting

and drying in the village and one day

is spent on going to the shandY to

sell the produce. Villagers sPend

Rs. 20-30 on incidental exPenses

such as transport and food in the

process of selling. The net income

after a week's work ranges between

Rs.130-150.

Leaf collectors sell the leaves to

either GCC or local traders who

then sell the leaves to the leaf-plate

makers. lt is interesting to note that

Turning a New Leaf4



Each woman, if adequately skilled,
can stitch 1 50 plates by hand or

3OO by machine per day. Their net
income ranges between Rs. 20-60
per day depending upon the number
and type of plates produced. lt

is largely the women belonging
to the small and marginal farmer
communities, who are not allowed
to go out for wage employment
who take up this activity to earn a
supplementary income.

$tate Folicy on NTFP

The Girijan Co-operative Corporation

or GCC was set up in Ardhra Pradesh

and conferred with monopoly rights over

NTFP under the A.P Scheduled Areas

Minor Forest Produce (Regulation of

Trade) Regulation, 1979. This regulation

imposes restrictions on the purchase, sale,

curing, processing, storage and transport

of any NTFP The GCC is currently the

monopoly agent for purchase of 23 NTFP

varieties in scheduied areas of the state.

The prime objective of the GCC is to
procure NTFP from tribals and market

it to their best advantage. It has a well-

defined procurement policy which fixes

prices for the products it procures.

Building Skills Enhancing Livelihood 5
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Understanding these Issues

When CPF initiated work on NTFP

in 2002-03, it observed that the

tribal communities dependent
on adda leaves in the areas of

Visakhapatnam earned very low
levels of income. During the course

of its work with NTFP Products such

as tamarind, amla and bamboo,

several issues pertaining to adda-leaf

collectors came to light. The CPF

then decided to delve deeper into

the market for adda leaf trade and

also to explore the lives of tribals

involved in adda-leaf trade.

The CPF conducted market surveys
from November 2004 to February

2OO5, interacting with several

adda-leaf collectors to get a grasp

of adda-leaf trade in the region.

Secondly, CPF identified the

important stakeholders involved:
plate makers, NGOs working
with VSS in the region, Forest

Department (FD), GCC and VSS

to get an understanding on the
different aspects of adda leaf trade
in the region.

The major points that emerged were:
(i) adda leaf is found in abundance in

this region. (ii) adda leaf co,lret

not receive sufficient comper

for the product. {iii) T' : = = 
-

unable to channelise I-i ^':
adda leaves to their ad'' :- ..
This is primarily because :-=
bargaining power and a s: :
the market for adda lea'. es

segmented.

The toughest issue for ac.. =.-
collectors is selling the ea . = =

S'n&Psrr*t *? i.:- ;'
. Leaf collectors go indi', i-..--

the market to sel1 lear-es

" There are no flxed/unilo:::-- '- -

,, Absence of a fixed market

. No uniform IT]€dSUre rtct- .

leaves.

GCC's limited capacin tn : '

Ieaves the way open for :r:--=:'

middlemen.

'- GCC procures only 10-20 pci .:
o[ the leaves in the region.

'' GCC monopoly prohibits :r -. .
makers from directl-v purcl-ias, -:

leaves from primarY coliectors.

" No regulatory mechanism ir-r pla-r.

to facilitate the trade and smoot:-

transition ofproduce.
. Leaf collectors incur high costs ir-

selling -high incidental expenses.

.. No valid transit permits given to the

traders / middlemen.

Turnins a New Leaf6



,!
spite of the fact that a huge market
exists. Adda leaf collectors travel
almost 1O-2O km. to reach the
nearest local market. A lot of effort,
time and money is spent on this.
They sell the leaves either to GCC

or the local traders. Since GCC does
not have sufficient procurement

centres in the region, there is no

fixed buyer for this product. They
are forced to sell the leaves at non-

remunerative prices to traders if they
do not find a buyer. Spending extra
time or days in the market increases

their incidental expenses, else they
face the risk of returning to the
village with the leaves.

Sagari Nukaraju, a tribal from
Vantlamaamidi, Visakhapatnam
division articulating the'biggest
problem' voices this clearly: "selling

adda leaves, in the absence of a

fixed market, is the biggest problem

for us. Since we are not able to
sell the leaves to GCC we have to
depend on the local traders to buy

our produce. But they do not give

us a fixed price. We are forced to
sell the leaves at very low prices.

Sometimes we spend two days in

the market, which only increases our

costs. Otherwise we have to travel
back to the village with the leaves."

Limited Procurement Centres

At this point GCC does not have

the capacity to procure the entire
quantity of leaves collected in the
region due to limited procurement

centres, heavy transportation
costs, lack of handling and

processing capability and lack of
storage capacity, lt only purchases

between 1O-2O per cent of the

leaves collected in the entire region.

Thereafter, tribals seek out local

traders and middlemen who do not
necessarily pay them a remunerative
price. This has generated a

considerable amount of debate on

GCC's monopoly on adda leaves

since it was not able to procure the
entire quantity of |.eaves collected
in the region.

Atrsence of Links with Market

The GCC or traders sell the leaves

to leaf-plate makers. There is
no direct link between the leaf

collectors and plate makers. Thus
inadequate market linkages make it
an unprofitable enterprise.

The CPF also interacted with leaf-
plate makers to understand how
they procured adda leaves. lt was
found that they either procure leaves

for the whole year during the peak

season, or on a need-based basis,

from GCC or local traders. Since

GCC procures a limited quantity of
leaves, plate makers purchase much
of their requirement from the private

market. Since traders were not
Iicensed to procure leaves, they had

to shell out huge sums of money to
check-post functionaries to ensure

smooth transit of goods. There was

A , !-:
E ,/
e i,
I i fr"-

K
,1 '!{ i
ii'''.:i
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Limited bargaining power

Collective selling prohibited

Non-remunerative prices No

value-added services

Froblerns in Adda Leaf Trade

Problems
Limited procurement centres

Inability to procure en lire

regional supply Entry for

traders/middlemen

No direct linkages

People

who collect

Peop,r

stirch = , -

#r**Z*r:s*
No direct links with leaf collec . - .

Buy from traders/GCC

VSS interested in adda leaf trade but

cannot due to GCC monopoly

A huge market for adda leaves exists, hut there is no regulatory mechanism to develop linkages

between sellers and buyers.

no mechanism by which the leaf

collectors could directly sell to the
leaf-plate makers.

The interactions with the adda

leaf collectors, leaf-plate makers,

VSS members, NGOs and Forest

Department officials helped CPF put

together a comprehensive picture

of the issues faced by the adda leaf

collectors in the region.

The market survey revealed that
while there is a huge demand for
adda leaves, several problems exist

in the procurement and marketing of
these leaves.

Vana Samrakshana Samithis

(YSS)

The initiation of the Joint Forest

Management (JFM) programme in

AP in 1994 resulted in the formation
of VSS in the tribal villages,
essentially a body of local villagers
who volunteer to protect a certain
extent of degraded forest land.

Once a VSS is formed, the Forest

Department hands over an exclusive

Turning a New Leaf
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section of the forest land for it
to manage. The role of the VSS
is to protect the forest area from
encroachment, grazing, fire, hunting,
and so on, and take up activities
to improve the forest cover. lt can
also use NTFP for livelihood and

marketing, while following Forest

Department regulations. lf their

allotted area had adda leaves in
abundance, the VSS expressed an

interest to make leaf plates and earn

additional income.

These new developments and

interventions were hindered by the
continuing monopoly over the adda
leaf trade by GCC..

Building Skills Enhancing Livelihood
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Immediate

need is to

streamline

procurement

and initiate

value-addition

services

Setting the Stage for
Collaboration

A strong and effective institutional
framework consisting of
representatives from Government
agencies and all the stakeholders
is the key to the sustainable
enhancement of the livelihood of
tribal communities. Addressing
sustainability challenges required

the broad participation of all

stakeholders to ensure action
towards change. lt was also
important to gain the participation

of officials who had the authority to
allow change, while also creating a
space for those who were affected,
so that they may influence the
direction of changes.

lntervention sustainability
necessitated the participation of
decision-makers and required that
all the stakeholders (leaf collectors,
plate makers, GCC, traders,
NGOs, VSS) come under one roof
to discuss and debate, Thus the
first challenge was to bring all the
stakeholders under one roof and

enable them to address issues in a

non-conflicting manner. lt required

tremendous perseverance to make

all the agencies see the -- -: - :
benef its of working toget. ='
Methods used to initiate a :
with all the stakeholders ir: '-::'
workshops, meetings
and interviews.

For any initiative to be susta - :-: 
=

it requires the support of por c .-

makers and decision-makers, - .- .

case the Forest Department an:
GCC. CPF approached these t,.'.:
key Government organizatior's : :

get their perspective on the adc.
leaf trade. Several meetings vre'=

held with principal officials from
the Forest Department who gave

an in-depth overview of adda leaf

trade in the region. They were of l-=
opinion that while there was a hug:
demand for adda leaves, the marke.

did not benefit the tribals. Both

these organizations expressed the
need for a collaborative effort whic:
could streamline adda leaf trade in

the region. They articulated that
any systemic intervention had to

"The maior problem pertained to the

procurement and marketing of adda

Ieaves."

10 Tirrning a New Leaf
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transform the market from a buyers
market to a seller's market.

An immediate need for streamlining
the marketing of adda leaves was
identified which could be undertaken
only through a collaborative effort
of FD, GCC, and local NGOs. They
also felt that collecting and selling
adda leaves is a seasonal activity.
lf the adda leaf collectors were
initiated into making plates out of
the adda leaves, it would enhance
their income throughout the year

and there would not be any seasonal
variations of income. The leaf

collectors can make plates during
lean months or whenever they have
the time which could then be sold
in a systemic manner. lnstitutional
mechanism had to be developed for
creating market linkages for the sale
of leaf plates. They also pointed

out the regional discrepancies in

the availability of adda leaves and

other NTFP products and expressed
a strong need to achieve overall

balanced economic growth where
other regions also benefit and are

included in the programme.

Collaborating with Local NGOs

Field-based NGOs have a good

understanding of the ground realities
as well as a broader outreach in the
region. These NGOs are also exposed
to participatory planning approaches
and have skills and experience in
facilitating open partnership meetings
in which all can contribute equally.
Thus, partnering with NGOs was
very important to this project. This
whole project was implemented by
collaborating with local NGOs who
had a strong presence in the field

and who showed keen interest in

enhancing the livelihood of the adda

leaf collectors. The NGOs were
selected on the basis of their local
presence, interests and commitment
towards adda leaf collectors.

Sensitizing Primary
Stakeholders

The first challenge was to mobilize
adda leaf collectors and the various
VSS in the region. RRc-Coastal, the
regional arm of CPF, identified local

NGOs which could mobilize the leaf
collectors. The first consultative
meeting was, therefore, held with
the primary stakeholders, i.e. the
leaf collectors.

Local NGos

played a

crucial role

in sensitizing/

mobilizing adda

leaf eollectors

and vss

i- niiee.tlrv* iFlinrEg *nv * flnnrrt"rnn t=inai

Range Officer Mr. Dhanunjaya Rao

"\A,/hen CPF and other NGOs initially approached the Forest Department

for a collaborative effort, there was lot of resistance from our end. We were

not ready to trust the NGOs, since we were not sure about the credibility

of some local NGOs. The tribals in our region are innocent people. They

believe anl.thing and anybody. Hence we were cautious and concerned

that they should not be cheated.

"The consultative workshops, however, changed our mindset. We

reabzed that these NGOs were genuine, had good ideas and did not

have any commercial interest in the project. We were convinced about

coilaborating and working towards a common goal.

Four $tages of eonsultative &fieetimgs

Village-level meetings

with primary

stakeholders in the

regions ofPaderu,

Chintapalli and

Surendrapalem

Meetings with

plate-makers

and SHGs/

women's groups/

NGOs involved

in plate-making

Meeting

with mlred

groups

-NGOs, FD

and GCC.

Multi-

stakeholder

consultation

for flnalizing

intervention

strategy

Building Skills Enhaneing Livelihood 11
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The second series of meetings
involved leaf-plate makers and SHGs
involved in plate making. The third
stage tapped the resource base of
NGOs. Meetings were also held
with Forest Department officials as

well as senior staff from GCC. The
inputs provided by the Conservator
of Forests, Visakhapatnam circle
and MD, GCC in particular were very
useful in giving concrete shape to
the intervention strategy and mode
of collaboration.

Multi-Stakeholder

Consultative Workshop

The above efforts culminated in a

consultative workshop on enhancing
the livelihood of adda leaf collectors,
in May 2OO5, in Paderu. Forest
Department Officials, NGOs, GCC,

RRC, leaf co lectors ::'-:.--
makers and traders ro:.i a-- :
part in this workshoc T-= .=
objectives were: rir oe.= :: - ;
agency support, (ii) a cc -.-: :
intervention, (iiit particp:: :- . "-
state agencies, and ri'. :::'-- - .- -

work with all the Store-o t:-!
region.

The workshop f or the f rsr : - =

provided a common platfor- '-- 
=

stakeholders - leaf collectcrs ::-
plate makers, Forest Departr=-:
officials, VSS, and GCC - to
discuss their problems. The F:-=.
Department articulated the ne=: - , '

a collaborative effort which ,,'. c - :
greatly improve the lives of f or:s:
dwellers along with benefiting a

the stakeholders.

BB , "EE-t illilt'i Bliae!'i {'F}{ ir+0r!

The multi-stakeholder workshop
set the stage for interventions tc
enhance the livelihood of adda ea'
collectors. The interventions were
designed to address the problems

raised. The first was the problem

faced by adda leaf collectors whl e

selling. lt was decided that if a

group went to sell the leaves, it
would be more productive in tern s

of time and effort, than if each
collector made an individual trip.
The collectors were then organised
within the VSS and sale encouraged
at the village level itself .

Froj*et Area
Narsipatnam, Visakhap atnam

Paderu

Srikakulam

Vizianagaram

eonsultative Workshop with all Stal(eholders

Stakeholder
Analysis

Hurdlers at FD

checkpost
Hurdlers at GCC

checkpost

to engage in
product value-
addition services

High procurement
costs due to iack

of permits.

This increase

there transaction
costs and lowers

offer price

High costs such

as transportation,

storage etc.

L2 Turning a New Leaf

Leaf Collectors
No collective

GCC

Limited

procurement

centres

trtrillsi.
*i,,i 

mffir

,,14t* *,.1

diq "' 'L

:=,, Jil!16+ :r'-- '

Plate Makers
No permits to

purchase leaves

directly from
collectors

denied



A
a

a

Collaborative Effont to.".
Or ganize adda leaf collectors

Promote primary cooperatives of
collectors

Link collectors to plate makers

(SHGs)

Initiate tribal women into leaf
plate making activity

Develop forward market linkages

for leaf plates produced by tribal
women

A need was also felt to develop
a direct link between adda leaf
collectors and leaf plate makers.
Broadly, the livelihood intervention
strategy aimed at (i) initiating tribal
women into leaf plate making
activity and sustaining the same by
arranging forward market linkages;
and (ii) organizing tribal Ieaf
collectors (both men and women) in
the various VSS of the agency area
of Visakhapatnam district and to
link them to leaf-plate making
women SHGs.

Moving Ibwards Balanced

Regional Growth

There is no uniformity in the
availability of NTFP produce.
Some regions are rich in NTFp
to the extent that all varieties of
NTFP produce are found while in
some regions, any type of NTFp
produce is very rare, Tribals living
in areas where NTFP produce is
scarce have livelihood problems.
To address this, the FD came up
with the suggestion of initiating
leaf-plate making activities in
those VSS regions where adda

A Collaborative $taketrolder$ t\letwork

LeafCollectors

Collaborative
Livelihood

Enhancement
Programme

CPF Forest
Department

leaves are scarce. They could
purchase the leaves from the
VSS regions where they are in
abundance. This would enable
sustainable economic development
of the region.

Partnership for Development

Three Phases of the Project
l. Preparation: Develop consensus
among stakeholders through
market assessments, field
investigations and consultative
meetings and workshops.

ll. lnitiation: Develop an operational
strategy with clear roles and
responsibilities for all stakeholders.

lll. Dissemination: Spread the
design, process and results,
encourage replication and scaling-up
of activity.

Builtling Skills Enhaneing Livelihootl 13



I
The above-men: cn:: -, . -

stakeholder works--a '= - :-1 ,
in def ining the stake^o l:': ': ::
responsibilities, as ,.t,e . s .- :
contribution to the o.c.:: -. - :
relationship between ca.:-.':
was clearly spelt and oe'-:: -

the meeting. The minutes :- --:
workshop was shared v^,,ira .
concerned. Forest Departre- .

GCC, CPF and RRC took de: . - - =

to initiate the process and e- s --= -

that all permissions and requ : : - - :

were in place. They def ined :-=
main lines of the programme 3-:
its strategy. A core team cons s: - -
of members from CPF, RRC a-:
nodal NGOs at the local level .', =.
set-up to implement the projec:
Terms of reference and a code :'
conduct were agreed upon, Thes=

agreements allowed flexibility
and minimized bureaucracy, rnrh =

reinforcing commitment to the
programme and its principles.
A very transparent governance
structure was created that made
decision-making processes clear tc
all the stakeholders.

The FD's consensus to provide
financial support for this project

set the project rolling. The GCC

agreed to issue permits and transit
cards to traders/adda leaf collectors
for smooth transit of produce and

agreed to develop market linkages
for adda leaves. The local NGOs

mobilized adda leaf collectors,
organized them and initiated
training programmes.

,i

Roles and Responsibilities of Stakeholders

StAtE FD o Financial support for training and revolving fund
* Facilitation support to local NGOs

n Conducting review meetings for local NGOs, community

" Providing support to the regional coordinators.
. Motivating the people by visiting the fleld regularly

" Providing market linkages for stitched plates and raw leaves

, Solving issues on the fleld
. Overall monitoring and coordination from October 2006

GCC Issue permits and transit cards

Participation in joint reviews

Forward market linkages

CPF . Overall coordination
. Financial support to RRC and nodal NGOs

(till September 2006)

. Project monitoring

. Liaison with FD/GCC

r Facilitation of joint review meetings

RRC . Facilitatefleld-levelinteraction
. Reviewwork of nodal NGO and provide guidance
. Report on progress

. Organize joint reviews

. KeepGCC/FDupdated

NodaI

NGOs

. Coordinate work of local NGOs

. Monitoring visits to the fleld

. Periodic reporting to DFO

. Provide information about marketing links to clusters

LocaI

NGOs

. GuideVSS members

. Organize training

. Arrange market linkages and issuing of transit permits

. Periodic reporting to FRO

t4 Turning a New Leaf



Pfi III t stEectstrs

Local NGOs played a very important
role in organizing adda Ieaf collectors
in the various VSS and encouraged

them to sell the leaves at the village
level itself . This not only saved a

day, that would have been spent in
going 2O km. or so to the nearest
market along with its overhead

expenses, but also the effort that
went into seeking out a buyer.

Collective Bargaining:

Formation of Clusters

The NGOs organized all nearby
VSS (roughly 10 each) into a

cluster known as Vanajeevini.
Leaf collectors now sold to their
VSS which in turn sold the leaves

to the cluster. The cluster then
became responsible for marketing
and selling the leaves. Cluster-level
storage and collection points (five

to seven villages) were developed

and the plate making SHG women

The beneflt of organizing the tribals

into collectives was to reduce

individual transportation and

incidental expenses.

The entire tribal community could

then beneflt from economies of

scale due to collective selling.

-^ -"-1- a- ^ ,-tattt t*3ltltt!tattvI E _tcEaEv**H VeX VeArerk,-n
I Atn tiu

and traders were able to directly lift
stock from there.

Issuing Transit Permits: GCC

Intervention

The GCC and FD played an

instrumental role linking leaf

collectors to plate makers. The GCC

issued transit permits to SHGs,

to directly procure adda leaves

from tribals. This removed a lot of
the earlier hindrances to sale and

ensured market linkages between
the adda leaf collectors and plate

makers. lt also greatly reduced
procurement costs for plate makers

who were able to offer remunerative

Trainings were

organised in

4B() VSS'

Building Skills Enhancing Livelihood 15



prices to the leaf collectors. This
was a very significant initiative in

this whole project. Sixteen NGOs

from Narsipatnam, Paderu and

Visakhapatnam Divisions facilitated
the linkages between leaf collectors
and the women who made plates.

Ensuring Quality

Some other issues identified in the
adda leaf trade were the lack of
uniform standards in the stacking
of adda leaves. Normally, after a

preliminary sorting, leaf collectors
stacked leaves in bundles. But there
was no uniformity in the number of
leaves stacked in one set. Problems

arose when the leaf collectors went
out to sell. Traders demanded a

uniform number of leaves per bundle
if the collectors wanted a good price

from them.

It was the responsibility of the NGOs

to educate leaf collectors on quality

and quantity parameters and teach
them about how important it was
to put the same number of leaves
in each stack to ensure the smooth
sale of leaves. This intervention
greatly helped GCC, the traders as

well as cluster procurement centres
in offering a uniform price for each

bundle.

Creating Market Linkages

Adda leaf collectors sold the leaves

either to GCC or traders who in
turn sold them to plate-makers. As
mentioned above, there was no

direct mechanism whereby the leaf -

collectors could sell the adda leaves

directly to the plate makers. A direct
connection was established with the
help of NGOs with a strong local
presence, who had been working
with the leaf plate makers earlier.

Today, NGOs assess the raw-
leaf requirement for plate makers

Individual leaf

collectors

Organized at

village level cluster

Leaf plate

makers

Facilitated by NG0s

Linking Leaf Collectors and Plate lVlakers

Collectively sell
the leaves to
representatives
of leaf-plate
makers
Cluster-level
procurement
points
Transit permits
issued by GCC

Advantages

' Maximises quantity of sale
u Collaboration among state agencies minimizes transport cost
u Remunerative prices to leaf collectors as they sell collectively
. Leaf-plate makers obtain transit permits which eases the procurement of Ieaves

16 T[rning a New Leaf



and help the clusters come to an

agreement with adda leaf collectors
on quality and quantity to be supplied
at a pre-determined price. They also

help plate makers arrange transport
to lift the leaf fronn clusters in an

organized way. They provide training
to SHG leaders and cluster heads.
While local NGOs mobilize the
collectors and leaf-plate makers, it is
the responsibility of the nodal NGO

to coordinate this effort. They also
find out the rates at different centres
- GCC, Velugu and local markets,
and this information is disseminated
widely.

Sagar Verrayamma is a tribal
woman of Vantlamaamidi village,
Visakhapatnam division. She

recalls, "collecting adda leaves

supplemented our income to a large
extent but we faced lots of problems
in selling the leaves. Most of the
time we were not able to find buyers
and bundles of leaves used to lie
heaped in our homes with no takers
and we would not know what to do
with it.

"But things have changed after
the cluster-level procurement
centres have been established. I

sell the leaves to the VSS at the
cluster level. Since market linkages
have been developed, there is an

increase in the rate I receive. Now
the villagers collect the leaves and

sell it at the cluster level. This
intervention has benefited us

greatly. "

All the divisions in the cluster form a

division level federation. lt was the
responsibility of the federation to get
tenders and arrange for marketing
of the leaves. The divisional level
federation is registered under
the Society Act. Divisional-level
federation consists of four office-
bearers from each cluster. Nine
members from the clusters are

elected as board members for
federation. A joint bank account
is opened with two members.
Federations have been formed in all

the three divisions.

i
I

i

I
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v Capacity-huilding

$,ive&&hc*d

From Leaf Collectors to

Plate Makers

The concept of sustainable Iivelihood

enhancement was central to the adda

leaf based livelihood enhancement

programme. lt was crucial that the

interventions result in a sustained

income-generation activity for the

tribals in the long-term. lt was

observed that if the adda leaf

collectors were trained in leaf-plate

making activitY, it could enhance

their present economic status.

ldentifying the right kind of capacity-

building and extension needs of

the leaf collectors was one of the

The ChallenEe...
r Convincing adda leaf collectors to

engage in Plate-making activitY

r Transcending social and cultural
norms

r Changing mindsets

most imPortant comPonents of

this programme. The social and

cultural backgrounds of the tribal

communities presented a challenging

environment while initiating the

training Programme. FirstlY, the

adda leaf collectors were not

convinced about their ability to make

leaf plates. SecondlY, the existing

social and cultural norms curtailed

their participation in the training

programmes.

Local NGOs took up the responsibility

of mobilizing adda leaf collectors to

make plates. TheY were Provided an

orientation towards the programme

after which theY selected those

VSS in their region that could be

part of this Programme. lt was the

responsibility of the NGO to identify

interested women and generate

awareness about the activity' Skill-

enhancement, Promoting knowledge

and capacity-building were the core

responsibilities shared by RRC and

NGOs in the region. Local NGOs

were responsible for identifying the

beneficiaries, and facilitating training

programmes'

STAGE 5 CEGs organized into Federation

STAGE 4 Beneflciaries undertake training programme

STAGE 3 Identifl cation of beneflciaries

STAGE 2 Local NGOs approachVSS with project proposal

STAGE 1

1B lundng a Nev Leal
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Strueture of Adda !-eaf Federation

lr,

The first challenge was changing
the mindset of the leaf collectors.
Traditionally being leaf collectors,
they had never fathomed the
idea of learning the skill of plate
making. A lot of effort went into
sensitizing the tribal communities
towards enhancing their skill
sets and engaging in value-added
services, With constant
assurance about the provision
of support services, the leaf
collectors began to visualize the
economic benefits of engaging in
value-added services.

Training-needs Assessment

Before the commencement of
the training programme, training-
needs assessment was conducted
focusing on problems expressed by
target groups, especially their initial
inhibition to engage in plate-making.

Forest Department Sxtends

l.inancial Support

Playing a crucial role in giving
impetus to this programme, the
FD extended financial support

Training-needs assessment at the stakeholder level addressed the following issues.

(i) \A,/ho would organize the training?
(ii) Training content
(iii) \Atrere would it be organized: at the village or cluster-level?
(iv) Would it be institutional or non-institutional?
(v) Were training facilities available?
(vi) Were resource persons of requisite experience/expertise available?
(vii) \tVhat were the likely outcomes of training?

:
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DAY 1-2

Sorting/ Lead edge

cutting/drying

DAY 2.3

Stitching of adda
leaves

DAY 4-6

Shaping the plate,
practice ofleafplate

making

DAY6-9
Practice and storage

ofbundles

DAY TO

Orientation and
formation of groups

to training programmes and also

provided the revolving fund for post-

training activities. lt agreed to bear

the facilitation costs of participating

NGOs and also assist in providing

market linkages. Further, it also

agreed to take up the responsibility

of developing book-keeping systems

as well as imparting training on

the same. The FD is now directly
supporting Divisional Coordinators

and community-based activities
through respective Divisional Forest

Officers who support the programme

at the field level by: (i) giving
periodic support to the NGOs and

field coordinators, (ii) motivating the
people by visiting the field regularly,

and (iii) solving any problems in the

f ield.

Skill Developmenu Tiaining on

Making Leaf Plates

A ten-day training programme on leaf

plate making activity was envisioned

for leaf collectors. The local NGOs,

already involved in developing
partnerships with VSS, identified

beneficiaries. The tribals were

organized into groups with the group

size not exceeding 20. While the

training on plate-making was largely

provided to the women, some men

also showed interest in leaf plate

making activity. The beneficiaries

were largely members of VSS.

Local NGOs identified two resource

persons for imparting training. While

the women learnt stitching in a

matter of two to three days, they
required practice under supervision

for the remaining days so that
they were able to continue with
confidence after training. Once the

Ensuring Commitment
To ensure commitmenttheleafcollectors

were asked to deposit a token sum of

Rs. 100 as security which was returned

after completion of the tmining

programme. This was a joint decision

taken by the stakeholders. The

communities had to be convinced but

flnally agreed.

women get accustomed to stitching
60-100 leaves per day on a regular

basis, training on machine stitching
was imparted. This training was
provided at a centralized location

for five to six villages for a period of
three days. One resource person and

one sewing machine catered to a

group of six to 10.

The first training programme

was planned in Thumpada

VSS by Organization for Rural

Reconstruction (ORRC). A massive

campaign was conducted in the

village on the benefits of Plate-
making and skill-enhancement. All

the stakeholders from FD officials,
and GCC, to local NGOs and

RRC participated in the camPaign

programme. Around 2O women

were mobilized and the first
training programme commenced
in June 2005.

Says Gullala Rajamma, a 24 year

old woman from Nitta Mamidi

village, "We are traditional adda

leaf collectors. We never thought
about stitching adda leaves. We

considered stitching adda leaves an

alien occupation and were scared to
venture into another communitY's

occupation. With Persistent

20 Turning a New Leaf



-\SSYS, Narsipatnam. She identifles leaf

plate makers who can be resource persons

and train adda leaf collectors on leaf-

plate making. Initially when they devised

the training programme for the adda leaf

collectors, they started off with a five day

training programme. Says Yoshada, "we

could not teach them to make adda leaf

plates in five days so we made it a seven-

day training programme. Even seven days

was not sufficient, so then later we chalked

out a ten-day training programme.

Stitching adda leaves cannot be learnt in

two-three days. The adda leaf collectors

have to first learn the art of cutting leaves.

Learning to stitch takes another t\,vo or

three days. They are then asked to practice

Ieaf-plate making under supervision. So

a maximum training period of ten days

was devised."

The resource persons are adequately

trained before they go into the fleld.

Presentlv ASSYS has 32 resource persons.

They appoint two trainers for every

training programme. AddsYashoda, "while

the training we give ls successful, there

is no folloiv-up due to lack of flnanclal

assistance. We are not able to monitor how

many adda leaf collectors are engaged

in making leaf plates after the training

programme."

The trainings were organized at the village

level where the women are comfortable.

The resource persons stayed in the villages

and this helped the trainees to interact

with them continuously.

Ms.Yoshada,
Te c hnic al Aduk o6 IASS fS- NGO]

encouragement from the NGO

SMILE, we took part in the training
programme. We gained different
skills during the training. This has

been a very good intervention, The

training programme has empowered
us not only economically, but helped

us in gaining confidence to achieve

something in life."

Trinadamma from Janakipuram
village, Narsipatnam division is a
traditional leaf plate maker. She

has been stitching leaf plates for
the past 1 0 years. For the past

two years, she has been giving
training to the tribals on leaf plate

making. Narrating her experience
as a resource person, she says "For
stitching adda leaves, cutting leaves
is a very important skill set. This
requires lot of patience and skill. So

I give lot of importance to cutting

the leaves. Developing the skill of
stitching leaves takes another two
to three days. ln the remaining four
to five days, they are asked to make

the plates on their own and we
observe their performance. I am paid

Rs. 1OO as a resource person. I am

happy to be a resource person and

help people learn another skill and

enhance their livelihood. "

Engaging Men in
Leaf-Plate Making

Ganesh Rao is among the seven
men from Nitta Maamidi Village
to have received training in leaf-
plate making. He says, "Stitching
adda leaf plates is not my full-time
occupation, agriculture is. I first sent
my wife for the training programme.
After seeing the economic benefits
to my family, I also opted for the

Builtling Skills Enhanting Livelihood 27



Enhanced

Life after... (Becoming aleaf plate maker)

S. Eashwaramma is a young tribal girl from Nitta Mamidi

village. As the Samakhya President and Division Secretary

she glows with confldence and exuberance when she

says, "I have never stitched a leaf plate before' F'arlier

when we collected the leaves, we were never sure if we

could sell it. Bundles ol leaves used to rot in our houses'

"But after we got trained in leaf plate making we have

formed a samakhya. The local NGO helped the samakhya

to sell the leaf plates. Hence now, there is no problem of

marketing the leaf plates which is a big relief to us'

lncome

"It is only in the past two years ttrat I have been

engaged in leaf-plate making' We now stitch the

leaves and sell it to the samakhya for Rs' 50 to 55

rupees per bundle based on size and quality' The

samakhya sells the leaf plates at Rs' 60-65 per bundle'

This takes care of their transportation and marketing

costs. When the members of the samakhya have anv

financial problems they are'provided loans tlrough

these profits. The Forest'Department has also

imparted training on book-keeping which has been

extremely useful for us in maintaining the accounts

of the samakhYa."

**"'':;;G. 
,,"&Februarv:

April * lr.ine: GCC, APFD, Nodal

NGOs (suPported bY CPF),

Local NGOs (suPPorted bY FD)

April - ]u15,: RRC withdraws.

CommunitY continues

activity with FD support

lVlilestones

[]crober: APFD begins to

support Nodal NGOs too; Partiai
withdrawal of CPF and RRC

December:
Complete
withdrawal of CPF
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training programme. Now we
collect, stitch and sell. This brings

additional income. After the training
programmes, many villagers have

started such work. We sell two
bundles of leaf plates in a week.
More such training programmes

should be conducted in the village
since many members of my village
are not yet familiar with this means

of earning.

Sustainable Approach

As seen in the milestones diagram,
CPF conducted market surveys and

interviewed adda leaf collectors in
the period November 04-February
O5 to develop a systematic
understanding of issues pertaining

to the adda leaf trade. Soon after,
preparatory work for livelihood
enhancement of the adda leaf

collectors began with active support
from RRC. The FD, GCC and local

NGOs played a crucial role in
formulating this project and deciding
upon the set of interventions.

Adda leaf-based livelihood
enhancement project commenced in

July 2005, and training programmes

on leaf-plate making were initiated
for adda leaf collectors upto
october 2006.

With active support from the Forest

Department, CPF and RRC gradually

withdrew from this project and only
provided the required monitoring
support.

RRC completely withdrew from the
project in 2OO7 and the community
took over the project with active
support from the FD. ln December

2OO7, CPF completely withdrew
from the project.

Now the project is moving towards
being community-based and

community-owned, with the FD

mentoring them towards
achieving this goal.

II
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It was important for the key

stakeholders in the project to get

an insight about the economic
impact and sustainability of this
initiative with regard to the adda leaf

collectors. lt was also necessary to
gather information on the number
of women engaged in leaf plate-

making after being trained. This
information was required in order
to take important policy decisions
regarding scaling-up the project as

well as understanding the impact of
the training programmes.

The CPF carried out an impact-

assessment study in the project area

during June 2008 in a sample of 24
villages covering 388 women trained

in leaf-plate making under this project.

These villages were selected using the
stratified random sampling method

across the three forest divisions

covering 18 out of 26 clusters.

Of the 388 women interviewed,
286 (74ohl were found to be

pursuing the activity. Those who did

not mostly belonged to the Primitive
Tribal Group category and lived in
the interior areas.

The details of income for the
year July 2OO7 - June 2OO8 from

*utc*a::e *f €he
Emtcrw*mtE*r:s:

* Increase in selling price
* Leafcollectors engaged in

value-added services
* Marked economic benefits
r Collective selling of adda leaves as

well as leaf plates

* Marketing skill development
e Leafcollectors get appropriate rate
* No fear in selling

stitching and other activities were
collected and analysed to know the
contribution of this activity to the
overall household income.

Among those who were pursuing

the activity after training, the annual

income varied between Rs. 5OO to
Rs. 10,500. The average income
earned was Rs. 2,680. lncome from
adda leaf sales accounted for 22 per

cent of their annual income.

The impact-assessment study
showed that this programme had

resulted in a significant increase

in income for adda leaf collectors.
Engaging the tribal women in leaf

plate-making, has for the first time,
given them an opportunity to earn

their own income. While the project

has resulted in economic benefits,
its other non-economic benefits
cannot be ignored. The programme

has improved the individual status
of women. There is a strong feeling,
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especially among the women who
were part of the programme, that
this has given them a sense of
dignity and confidence in life.

The impact-assessment study
revealed the need for developing
stronger market linkages for the

clusters and federations. lt also
reiterated the need for developing
the capacities of the leaders at
the cluster and federation level to
take this initiative forward
and make it operationally
independent and a sustainable
and profitable venture.
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The adda leaf-based livelihood-

enhancement Programme has been

successful at the level of the leaf

collector since theY have been

able to immediatelY realise the

benefits of value addition. But the

challenge is to make this activitY

sustainable at the institutional and

federation level since adda leaf is a

product that has verY low margins'

Hence, sustaining the activities of

the federation and stabilizing its

functions becomes a crucial issue

that needs immediate attention.

For a communitY that is totally
new to the concePt of "enterPrise"

and "business", setting uP the

Common EnterPrise GrouP (CEG)

and working for its sustenance in

the long run was a big challenge.

The key challenge for the FD

was explaining the business Plan

approach to the cluster members

and federations. Capacity-building

of tribals to handle operations at

CEG, cluster and federation level

was crucial for sustaining this
project in the long-term. A lot of

effort and time went into making

the members understand the

concept of a revolving fund' The

training Programmes have been

fairly successful in inculcating an

understanding on the revolving fund

among the tribal PoPulation. Few

federations now realize that theY

need to earn a Profit and manage

their finances well to sustain the

endeavour. While these groups have

gained the understanding, skills

and confidence of running their

federation, much needs to be done

to make these federations trulY

independent. Learning to manage

and nurture an enterprise takes time

and skills which can be develoPed

only over a Period of time.

The FD as well as CPF and local

NGOs are focusing on strengthening

these institutions so that theY

can become self-sustainable. An

audit of the federations is being

planned to assess the sustainability

of these institutions. Developing

forward market linkages would be

the next step, after the institutions

are capable of making qualitY

deliverables. Another aspect that

is gaining focus now is diversifying

the portfolio of the Product. This

requires Research & Development as

well as market surveys to determine

the potential market for new

products.

Forest Departmenu Shift in

Approach

A significant achievement reflected

in the project was the changing
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"The supply chain should be activated

only when the supplier is fully geared

to meet market needs. There is a

deflnite/potential market for adda leaf

plates but before setting-up the chain,

preparedness of [VSS] federations to
meet market demands is crucial. Our

efforts will not bear fruit unless the

federations are able to meet the market

demand of both quantity and quality.

It is important to exercise caulion at

this stage and stabilize the enterprises

developed. "

Senior Forest Dep..rtment Ofi.cial

role of the departm.ent. The shift
or rather taking up the additional
role of development along with
its regulatory role was something
new. The department so far
had the mandate of policing and

regulating forest produce but now
the changing times and needs

call for an additional role. This
change of attitude and mindset at
the department level has been the
positive impact of this project.
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Strong community leadership,

political ties, and organizational
capacity are important elements for
the success of collaborative efforts
involving the government, NGOs and

communities. The adda leaf based

livelihood enhancement programme

adopted an approach characterized

by greater partnership between the

State Government, local government

and NGOs.

Collective action involving multiple

stakeholders is not easy, since

building trust takes time, The

process of building and maintaining
partnership went through numerous
phases of contesting theories,
mediating disputes, negotiating

agreements and coming to a

consensus. Dealing with diversity
and potential conflict is the
fundarlental challenge in multi-

stakeholder platf orms.

The livelihood enhancement
project for adda leaf collectors

confirmed that it is possible to
benefit marginalised communities
by collaborative effort of all

stakeholders and by working within
the existing policy framework.
Sustained effort from the FD, GCC,

CPF, NGO networks and VSS has

produced positive results. Effective

collaboration opens up possibilities

for more viable, flexible and long-

term projects and strategies.

The consultative workshop helPed

in establishing a cooperative and

respectful forum for exchange and

working towards a common goal.

The collaborative process created

a fertile ground for participants to
understand their role in the project

and chalk out how they could

contribute. The presence of the FD,

the key policy decision-maker, kick-

started the project. The FD agreed

to provide financial support to the
programme by financing the training
programmes on leaf-plate making.

The FD realized the importance

of having a larger outreach in this
programme and hence willingly
partnered with the local NGOs. The

local NGOs played a catalytic role in

this project by mobilizing VSS and

creating an environment for change.

The institutional support extended
by the FD gave a big boost to this
project and helped to sustain the

momentum of the programme. This

led to a higher level of social change

because the whole community
learned how to communicate and

work together.

The success of the project depends

to a great extent on the ability to
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develop market linkages. lf the
traders/local NGOs control the
marketing linkages and permits, it
would only result in empowering
the local elites rather than the
marginalised communities. The
project ensured stringent monitoring,
reporting and feedback mechanisms
so that loopholes could be identified
and plugged immediately.

The objective of this project was
also to achieve a balanced regional
growth by linking VSS regions
where adda leaves are found in

abundance, to those VSS regions
where NTFP produce is rare. The
VSS regions that do not have adda

leaves were also trained in leaf-plate
making. They then procured adda
leaves from the VSS at the cluster-
level through well-established
linkages. Thus, this project reached

out to the entire region and brought
into its fold, tribals and VSS regions
that earlier gained only meagre

economic benefits from NTFPs and

aimed at achieving sustainable,
regional and balanced economic
growth in the region. The project
has made a significant contribution
to the well-being of the adda leaf

collectors and to the local

economy. lt has shown a path to
sustainable economic development
of the tribals.
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